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V839 Oph as a W UMa type ontat binary system was �rst deteted by R. Rigolletin 1947. Aording to the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS Kholopov et al.,1985) the spetral type of the system is F8V with the period P=0:d40899532. So far alot of studies have been onduted on the period variation and light urve analysis ofV839 Oph (see espeially Akalin & Derman, 1997). The �rst spetrosopi observationsof this system were done by Ruinski and Lu in 1999. They found that the mass ratio ofthe system (q=m2/m1) is 0.305 with the spetral type of F7V.The authors made new photoeletri observations of V839 Oph in 2000. The lighturves and times of minima resulted from our observations are given in IBVS (No. 5190,2001). We used the latest version of Wilson program (2001) in order to �nd simultaneousradial veloity and light urves solutions of the system.The B, V magnitude di�erenes were onverted to intensities and used as a photometriinput data. For radial veloity analysis we used the 29 observations provided by Ruinski& Lu (1999). The radial veloity urves along with the two (B, V ) light urves wereutilized simultaneously to determine the geometri and physial elements of the system.For detailed analysis mode 3 of Wilson's (2001) program was used with onstraints forgravity-darkening exponents g1=g2, the bolometri albedos A1=A2, the modi�ed surfaepotentials of two omponents 
1=
2, the limb darkening oeÆients x1=x2, y1=y2. Wesupposed that there is neither a third light, l3 = 0:0, nor any spot.The parameters of Akalin & Derman (1997) were taken as a starting point. We usedthe bolometri logarithmi law of limb darkening for both omponents and the x and yparameters of the omponents were �xed to their theoretial values, as interpolated withVLimp program by Van Hamme (1993). Sine the spetral type of this system is F7V,the temperature of the primary omponent was assumed to be T1=6550K. The followingparameters were free to be adjusted: the orbital inlination i; the mass ratio q; the tem-perature of seondary omponent T2; the potential funtion 
1; the gravity darkening g1;the bolometri albedos A1; the monohromati luminosity of primary omponent L1; thesemi-major axis a; and the systemi veloity V. These nine parameters were varied untilthe solution onverged.Table 1 summarizes the adopted solution while Table 2 lists the values of the absolutedimensions of V839 Oph. Similarly Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 represent the light urves and radialveloity urves, respetively.
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Figure 1. Open squares show the observed points and ontinuous lines show the model �t.

Figure 2. The same as Fig. 1 for radial veloity data.
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Table 1: The Geometri and Physial elements of the ontat binary system V839 Oph (most quantitiesare de�ned in the text).Element Value Element Valuei 80:059� 0:378 q 0:305� 0:001a(R�) 2:982� 0:005 V(km=s) �63:76� 0:33x1(bol)=x2(bol) 0.641 y1(bol)=y2(bol) 0.242g1 = g2 0:630� 0:044 l3 0.00
1 = 
2 2:434� 0:007 A1 = A2 0:984� 0:115T1(K) 6650 T2(K) 6554� 15L1B=(L1 + L2) 0:756� 0:004 L2B=(L1 + L2) 0:243� 0:004L1V =(L1 + L2) 0:753� 0:004 L2V =(L1 + L2) 0:243� 0:004r1(pole) 0:463� 0:004 r2(pole) 0:271� 0:005r1(side) 0:500� 0:006 r2(side) 0:284� 0:006r1(bak) 0:528� 0:088 r2(bak) 0:325� 0:012

Table 2: Absolute dimension of V839 Oph alulated for mean values of Table 1.Element Primary SeondaryMag(bol) 3.31 4.51M(M�) 1.64 0.5R(R�) 1.48 0.88L(L�) 3.51 1.14
In a nutshell, the present study of the V839 Oph showed that the system possesespartial elipses and is a A-type ontat binary with a degree of overontat of f = (
in�
1;2)=(
in � 
out) �= 23%. Aording to Kopal (1959), the relation r1 + r2= 0.75 shouldbe ful�lled for ontat system; therefore, taking the mean values of r1 and r2, we haver1 + r2 = 0:79. As a result, V839 Oph is an overontat system whih has two starsover�lling their respetive Rohe lobes.
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